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>Seeking both to empower and entertain, bestselling Australian author Lucy Cavendish joins forces

with world-renowned fantasy artist Jasmine Becket-Griffith to craft popular oracle cards that

specifically address todayâ€™s independent teens. Misfits, mystics, seekers, and wanderers alike

will delve into the forty-five beautifully illustrated cards, each with its own guiding message, from

developing your inner strength, intuition, or simply finding happiness with oneself.Within the

wide-eyed wonder of >, readers will encounter grumpy fairies, sassy witches, cheeky ghosts, and

brazen beings, all acting as the magickal messengers of mysterious dreams. Honest, quirky, and

haunting, these shadowy-sweet strangelings appear within the in-depth guidebook, offering with

step-by-step instructions for powerful, accurate, healing readings that can shape the seekerâ€™s

day, year, and future.
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"Wide-eyed, knowing and sardonically whimsical, these other worldly young ladies have

attitudeâ€”lots and lots of attitude."â€”Tarotwise.com

> is the author of numerous books, the creator of Oracle and Tarot cards, and the founder of >

magazine. In addition to writing for > and >, she appears regularly on television and radio to explain



her craft. A founding member of the Goddess Association in Australia, Cavendish lives in Sydney

with her daughter and their menagerie of plants, animal companions, and spirit beings.>â€™s

artwork can be found in private collections and public displays throughout the world including

licensing lines with Disney, Hot Topic, Target, and Spencerâ€™s. Her unique paintings blend

realism and fantasy to explore gothic themes with elements of classical literature, the occult, nature,

and fantasy. Jasmine lives in Celebration, Florida, with her husband and cats.

I absolutely am in love right now with these cards. I have a great connection with them and

everytime I hold them or think of them I smile! You sooooo need these, I recommend them.

I own more then a few tarot and oracle decks and these have to be my most loved by far. The cards

are beautiful and they read remarkably well. Found the scriptures on each card very insightful. Love

that each card is numbered making it very useful for ease of use with the guide. Recommend to

anyone for sure!

My new favorite deck. The artwork is fanciful and the messages are cute yet meaningful. My favorite

part is the detailed explanations in the book. Originally, I thought this was targeted more toward

teenagers, but the messages apply much more broadly than I thought.

Although the pictures at first seem dark, the descriptions that go with the cards are AMAZING. Full

of light and love. These cards were written by someone in a beautiful mind frame. I bought them for

my brother and sister-in-law. At first they weren't sure because the pictures, but after reading the

descriptions of the cards they chose they love them. I feel the same way!By the way... the cards are

very well made! They are also on the larger side.

These cards are beautifully drawn!! Each card has a style all of it's own. This is my first oracle deck

and I absolutely love them. The booklet includes a few different spreads for you to try, however I do

not follow the definition of the cards listed in the booklet. Mainly because those definitions sound like

they are written for a high schooler or younger.

I think I have literally bought most, if not all, of Lucy Cavendish's decks. I love the artwork, the cards

are large (yay!), & the card stock is fantastic. This deck reads really well for me, no matter the

subject.



So like the tarot deck I bought by this artist, I can't compliment this set enough. The artwork is both

unique and breathtaking. Not to mention the cards themselves are extremely unique in the way they

are named. This deck also connects with me VERY well... Kudos!Oh and another thing! I got this

the day after I ordered it. :) So great shipping time!

Absolutely Beautiful. Every card has a creepy/fun feel. Different from most of my decks, but that's

ok, because I needed a good balance of cards. They aren't "evil", just a fun balance of gothic

/precious moments. Now that's fun.
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